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Patton, Torregrosa urge
state legislators not to
cut educational spending
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

After a two-week election still
overshadowed by allegations of
spending violations, former campaign opponents Darin Patton and
Miguel Torregrosa headed a student delegation to Tallahassee for
SGA'ssixthannual legislative breakfast Tuesday morning.
"The purpose of the ·event is
to make our state representatives
and senators aware that we do care
very much about the future of our
school," said Torregrosa, SG's president-elect and current director of
governmental affairs.
The breakfast coincided with
the first day of the eight-week legislative session. Torregrosa said, "we
want to make sure they keep us in
mind" as the Legislature casts their
votes on higher-education and appropriations bills, which affect funding forUCF.
The delegation included several student government officials as
well as a number of representatives
, from UCFs clubs and organizations.
A student from Oak Ridge High

School also traveled with the group.
Held·· at Florida's House of
Representatives building, the breakfast hosted key members from a
variety members of Florida's Congress, among them those who will
referee the debate between increased
funding for crime prevention at the
expense of more money for education, and vise versa.
SG president Darin Patton
agrees with the latter approach: "If
you educate your population, you're
going to have less crime." He added
that he thought educational fonding·
wasn't going to be cut, but rather
given a 3 percent increase.
Steve Hall, president of Phi
_Chi, the psychology honor society, felt "the event was very productive. It was great to meet the
representatives of our state government and see how things work
first hand - to see our government in action."
Torregrosa hopes "other students who didn't know about the
breakfast get involved next year,"
as part of his campaign goal to
.increase student involvement in
the activity and affairs of SG.

O.J.·Simpson board
game mirrors trial
By Mike Cooper
Reuters
AUBURN, Ala. - For those
who suffer withdrawal when daily
OJ. Simpson trial coverage ends you
can now "Play OJ.", a game in which
players move Ford Bronco pieces
around the board until thejury gives its
verdict.
Developed by two Alabama
law students, Sophia Benson and her
husband Steve, the game has players
declare their guilt or innocence at the
start and win if the jury agrees with
their statements.
''Money plays a part in the
game," she said Tuesday. 'The money
is called 'Jailhouse Jack,' and it displays a banner referring to trial Judge
Lance Ito which says 'In Ito We
Trust."'
As they travel around the board,
players risk financial penalties and
gains, such as when OJ.'s friend and
driver of his Bronco during a police
chase "Al Cowlings needs help with
bail - Pay $25,COO."
.

Players can gain an advantage
duringthegamewhen OJ.houseguest
and trial witness Cato Kaelin "pays
rent-Receive$1,000."
''There are three or four instances of attorneys' fees," she S<tjd.
"Of course, as the game goes on, the
attorneys' fees get more expensive."
Landing on aspacewitha"Scale
ofJust:ice" could uncover cards saying
"Hertz drops a contract - Go back
two spaces," "OJ. voted MVP by
cellmates-Most V aluablePrisoner,"
or"O.J. penalized for too many attorneys on the field."
The Bensons have included
details of the OJ. Simpson murder
trial which they believe will give the
game a longer shelf-life.
'This is something we don't
think people will want to throw away,"
Mrs. Benson said. ''They '11 show it to
thekids,they'llshowittothegrandkids.
They'll find out what a circus the
media turned the whole thing into."
1)1e Bensons, who have no ex-

see SIMPSON, page 2

Posing nude for ~ayboy costs p0lice officer
her job When she 'steps out of unifonn'
Reuters

ted her $100,000 and tons of public-

ity.
NEWYORK, March 7-Caution: Posing nude for Playboy can
be dangerous. That is if you are a
New York City policewoman.
New York Police Commissioner William Bratton Tuesday dismissed police officer.Carol ShayaCastro from the force for posing
nude last August for Playboy, a
moonfighting assignment that net-

While many of her fellow
officers delighted in her success
and her photos became locker
room pinups, Bratton was less
than amused, saying, "The reputations of the New York Police
Department is not for sale and
there is no room for anyone who
would attempt to do so."
He said she violated
News

Opinion

Film boy reviews NC-17 rated Erotique- see p. 7

Classified
Features
Sports

department's rules and the city
charter when she posed for a
spread called "NYPD Nude/ One
of New York's Finest Steps Out
of Uniform."
His decision came after a
departmental hearing found the
officer guilty of engaging in "offduy employment without proper
authorization and violating the
City Charter by using her position
for financial gain."
1-3
4-5

6
7-9
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IIFamily doesn~t want to sell Simpson game
S __ -l

99¢ SUB SPECTACULAR

I

,

-SUPER GIANT SUBS• AMERICAN COLD CUTS
• MEATBALL

• BOLOGNA & CHEESE
• 3 TYPE CHEESE COMBO

•EGG SALAD
•BLT

_ o~ ~upon per per!:n~ith purc~s~f large drink_:_!=xp. 4/30/95 _

We have
Drive-Thru Service

10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean .Rd.
University Oaks

679·2448

SIMPSON, from page 1
perienceinboardgam~,donotwant
to sell their idea to a larger manufacturer. They prefer to keep it a local
enterprise.
"We'vetriedtoemployasmany
localpeopleaspossible,"Mrs.Benson
said. "Ourkidshelpusassemblethe
game."
''We've had some offers to let

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
,..---~-,.---...

Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

with your level of experience. As

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

.:;igning bonus, housing

a competent professional, given your own "

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

allowanc~s

and 4

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

WHAT IS
AMERICORPS*NCCC?
As part of the new domestic
Peace Corps, the National
Civilian Community Corps
(NCCC) is a one-year residential program for people
age 18-24. Members receive:
• housing, meals, and
other benefits
• living ex·penses
• $4725 toward existing student loans or future tuition
costs (or a $2362 check).

Please call for more
information and an
application:

We've heard enough about what's wrong
with our communities. Now it's time to
get things done.

goofi~butwedon'twantto,"shesaid.

'1t'sourbabyandwewanttomaintain
control over the quality of the game.
We care about where it's advertised
andtowhomitisadvertised,"
Players enter a plea at the start
of the game. They win if the jury
agrees with them.
"Say, if you pleaded innocent
and you drew innocent, you win the

game," Mrs. Benson said ''If you
pleadinnocentandyoudrawaguilty
card then you have to move
But the game won't help anyonedecidewhetherSimpsonisguilty
or innocent of mwller charg~.
'Tue game com~ with three
innocentandthreeguiltycards,soit's
literally a luck of the draw," Mrs.
.
Benson said.

80-year-old man gets ~raft notice
Reuters

DALLAS - Elbert Lewis
of Odessa, Tex. was surprised
when he received a letter telling
him to register for the draft- he
is 80 years old.
The World War II Navy veteran received the letter Saturday
from the U.S. Selective Service
saying he had not registered for
the draft as required by Jaw when

he turned 18, the Dallas Morning
News reported.
The letter mistakenly indicated Lewis was born Nov. 11,
1976 instead of Nov. 11, 1914.
"He came into the den and
said, 'WelI, I have to tell you
goodbye,"' said his wife, Janie
Lewis. "Then we called our kids.
We just cut up and acted silly
about it, really ."

Kaplananaget

take

a higher score ...

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

AMERICORPS*NCCC -IS YOUR CHANCE TO:

1-800-KAP-TEST

Restore parks and endangered habitats.

.The
Kanswer
APLAN
to the test question.

Teach children to read- and to love learning.
Build homes for the homeless.
Keep teenagers in school offdrugs.
Immunize infants.·
Turn gang battlegrounds into kids' playgrounds.

1·800·
94·ACORPS

Get things done.

( 1-800-942-2677)
1-800-833-3722 (TDD)

Get an affordable look that's high on fashion. At Cost Cutters.
10071 University Blvd

5174 S. Conway Rd.
425 S. Orlando Ave
Conway Woods Ctr
Shoppes at Maitland
COSTCUTTERs· 240-9202
COSTCUTTHS· 539-0383

uncrest Shopping Center
679-6766

I FAMILY HAIR CAAE

I FAMllLY HAfAC.V.( I

\\ t'll' \t IOI .... \Ii,•

ADUCTCU~ISHAMPOo,llts%OFF

Applications are due by
April 24, 1995.

& BLOWDRYI I CONDITION, 11
ALL
$6 95 'I I & HAIRCUT_ IIPROFESSIONAL
COSTC:TTHS
~ 1' 1' COSTCUTTUS
$8.00 0~ II HAIR CARE;;:
11 PRODUCTS ~
\k.:
............... CAAE I
\ \t • U,,'\lilll ....

t F.U.ULYHAfRCAA£ )

11

One coupon per person
Nm valid with other discounts
e~pues 5-20-95

11

\ \ l'W"ltll

...,,\l

Long hair slightly more.
One coupon per person
Not valid with other discounts
exjlirC§ 5-~0:9~

11

11

COST CUTTERS
FAMILY MAIA CAPE.

'"°"',, ""..,,k·

One coupon per person
Not valid with other discounts
c:o:;>i>.!s ,;._0-95
•

•
•

r-=-----~-- ·~·~-·--~-
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Can you sing?

I

Local producers are looking to secure a record deal for a group of Asian
female vocalists in high-energy dance music (techno). Auditions will be
held on Saturday, Mach 11, from 1O a.m. to 12 at The Studio, located at
742 S. Amelia Street, Orlando. Only three will be chosen. We are looking
for Asian females between the ages of 19 to 25, that speak their native
language along with English, fluently. Please bring a snapshot of
yourself. Auditions may be acapella, or provide your own music for
accompaniment. More info: Darwin, (407) 380-2026 ext 3571 or Kyme,
(407) 769-1114.

OPEN

1
o~'<S

"FOSSIL?

OH, YOU MEAN

THE WATCH
COMPANY, RIGHT?"

YES. Our high quality,
value-priced fashion watches put Fossil on the map.

AND NO. We're also a leading designer and
marketer of men's and women's accessories, like
handbags, belts, wallets and key chains.
And in April, the Fossil Company Store opens in
International Designer Outlet. We neeq dependable
people immediately to sell Fossil's extensive line of
fashion accessories.

ASSISTANT STORE
MANAGER & SALES
ASSOCIATES
(FuLL· & PART-TIME)
Assistant Manager candidates must have:
· one year retail supervisory experience
· a flair for creative merchandising
· outgoing, energetic personality

0
0
407) 89S-08
\~oO~ o-t 4-2492
\o

'I o '

\on\a\ Or\\Je
4809 E.dcofl 32so3
Qr\an o,

en\ f\nd\n9
• fREE /).\l~~~ serv\ce
• persona ' pu\et\ied
• f u\\V.ffF\oot\l\ans
• oeta' e o_ Ma\ls
II \J\deos Ol 1e Ma\cn\n9

• Roomma
""' -c1'.1r-r
1"11l-Dl~ l

ART

AP-o~rrBRS

flfree Renta.
. l Locators

Sales Associate candidates must have:
· outgoing, energetic personality
· retail sales experience preferred but not required
Responsibilities will include sales, customer service,
merchandising and stocking. We offer competitive
hourly pay, generous product discounts, flexible
schedules and a fun, innovative place to work.

We're accepting appllcalions immediately, so slop by
the lnlernallonal Designer Outlet mall office to apply.
An equal opportunity employer.

Our long,
_national nightmare is over.
Duckman returns,
with all·new episodes.

f
I:.
:..

POACl-l

~

PLAN FOR
YOUR FUTURE

TM

UNIVERSITY

TE RACE
AT ORLANDO

YOuR BEST PLAN'? Look aI our p1ar 'vi/ere ·he bes: p1anned best equ.pped anc nave
~e ... es' ocat1or o any s t..dent conco in Or a'ldo We I be openmg 11 A~gL.s· so c".eck
JS o
ociay Our Sa es Ren ta Cen:er 1s loca:ec! 1n U·,; Shoppes Shopping Cer,ter.
.2227 Ur..v Blvd nex! to K1nkos Open!. am to 5 p.m or ca 1..;Q7J 382-!6'.

ORAL REPRESE\TATIO:\S C..\'\~OT BE RELIED L'PO~ ..\S CORRECTLY SWl'\G REPRESE\1.\TIO:\S OFTHE
DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESE\1.\TIO'\S. ~IAKE REFERE'\CE TO THE BROCHL'REA'\D TO THE
IXXD1E\1S REOL'IRED BYSECTIO'\ 718j03. FLORIDASl\TlTES. TO BE Fl'R.\ISHED BY.\ DE\'ELOPER TO
ABUIR OR LESSEE.

From the original animators of The Simpsons.
Featuring the voices of Jason Alexander,
Na1KY Travis, Tim CUrrr and
Dweezil Zappa, With music br Frank Zappa,

§USA®
NEJWOllK

~Th-ec_~-~-~-~-fu-~-e~~--O~pinion
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People need 'to
actually listen to
what others say

It's a well-known fact, at least to most opinion writers, that
people in general don't change their opinions easily. Usually, if
a point is presented that opposes what someone befa~ves, he or
she will naturally close themselves off from outside influence.
Most ofthe time, this amounts to nothing more than putting their
fingersovertheirearsandyelling, "I'mnotlistening!Ican'thear
you!"
Such is the case with the article that appeared here, subtitled
"Too Hip to Live." For.those who happened to miss it, thearticle
discussed the growing "Alternative/Punk/Grunge" movement
and the views of those people. To summarize: Just making
yourselflookdifferentdoesn 'tjustify your actions or your moral
tendencies.
However, from the responses I've received around campus,
the people I was talking to weren't listening. Or maybe they just
decided not to listen. But is this different from anyone else out
there? If someone wrote an article in this section, "Why God is
Dead," most people would skim over the article, not really
trying to grasp any concepts and then throw the paper away,
forgetting what they just read.
People have become so defensive of their beliefs, no matter
what the justification for them, that they are virtually unwilling
to let anything else into their thick skulls. Such is the case with
the article last week. People came up to me saying:
"What the f*** were you talking about? F***, I don't even
f***ing listen to f***ing to Kurt f***ing Cobain! Where the'
f'*** do you f***ing get off f***ing telling me f'***ing what to
f'***ing do?"
·
Quickly pulling out my F*** to English dictionary, I
translated.By that time, though, this master ofEnglish vernacular had already vanished into the swarm of lemmings at the
Great Escapes.
bpparently, when people feel themselves even remotely
questioned regarding their beliefs, they snap. Everybody's got
these buttons, (my wife knows mine) and I really can't put
people down for defending what they believe. However, it is._
sort ofa neeessity that you be able to justify your own ethics. I'm
the last one to say my thoughts are set in stone.
Change my mind. Write to the Future, e-mail me at
cb1028@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu or just fax me at 823-9495. I'll
welcome the opportunity. Unlike some of you out there, I don't
think my ideas are the end-all-be-all of existence. I'm here to
learn and expand my horizons, not-sh.ut them down by fanatically dedicating myself to some obscure moral or ethical
following.

Chad Bronner
Opinion editor
(and amateur philosopher)
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ACLU oppoSes all Christian and religious beliefs
Bryruier iTI. Lee .

The American Civil Liberties Union is anti-religion
and anti-Christian, and that's a fact, despite the denial of
consciously lying liberals and the self-delusions of ACLU
active participants.
The ACLU, despite its claims of a neutral stance toward
all religious faiths, in reality is an organization against any
and all gods - including the one most of us believe in to
be our creator, God. This reality, that the ACLU must be
seen as a heretic organization by M_uslims, Christians,
Jews, Buddhists or any other faith, is seen in its track
record.
The ACLU, in genera], chooses cases involving the
self-defined violation of individual's religious freedom or,
more correctly, theirright to have.no religion. ACLU cases
usually involve their client suing because they were somehow exposed to religion in a public institution.
It is rare that ACLU lawyers fight for an individual's
right to practice religious ritualsfo school or a public place,
and even then it
is always the
right to "free individual exercise
of religion" not the right to
practice any kind
of organized religion. This applies even if participation in t~e group is voluntary and non-invasive.
Why does the ACLU chose to side against the strongest
base of absolute values by which people can measure their
sense of moral actions (traditional organized faiths)? Be- ·.
cause in its twisted logic, it claims to allow and even protect
freedom of religion. The catch is that it defines acceptable
religion to only involve oneself or a small group and that it.
cannot involve any large group or any form of order.
In other words, Christians can only be non-evangelical
iri public life. They must be lukewarm and fail in meeting
their God's command to be witnesses to the world. Is this
not the ACLU's own organized attempt to impose their
form of. religion - to impose godlessness, the lack of
spiritual awareness and the persecution of faithful people?
The ACLU cares very little about the religious freedoms of those in the group about which its plaintiffs feel
insecure. It is acceptable not to want to be exposed to
Catholicism, but it is unacceptable to conduct morning

THE YOUNG REPUBLIC
prayer in school, even if it is in a reserved classroom. It is
okay to protect the religious rights of one person, even if
it violates the right to religious freedom and the right to
free assembly by many individuals.
What the ACLU doesn't want you to see is that when
it denies a group, it ultimately denies the rights of every
individual in that group. The ACLU protects one person's
individual rights by violating many people's individual
·
rights.
As for the argument that Christianity can be practiced
by one, a simple question should be asked by all practicing
Christians: How does one conduct the necessary daily
group-oriented
rituals?
Any
Muslim, Jew,
Protestant or
Catholic undergoes certain sermons or ceremonies. If it is a
function that the
more devoted
tend to perform more of these activities, then the most
faithful followers are the ones who will be denied the right
to worship during the course of their academic and work
lives. As Christ said, where there is more than one or you,
I am there; where there is more than one, there is the body
of the Holy Church.

This is what the ACLU does, whether it
claims to or not. It persecutes Christians,
Muslims, Jews, Buddhists and Hindus. It
places its unmandated foot upon the .
falling chests of every devout worshipper.

. This is what the ACLU does, whether it claims to or
not. It persecutes Christians, Muslims, Jews, Buddhists
and Hindus. It places its unmandated foot upon the falling
chests of every and any devout worshipper of any and all
forms of God.
The ACLU is not a civil liberties union, it is an AntiCivil Liberties Union that has never been backed by the
legitimate support of the American people. As it sues
recklessly, all those hurt by its claims should initiate suits
against it and its active participants for the suppression of
the very religions and civil rights it claims to protect.
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Correction:
In the column "UCF Music Students Band Together Against Tyranny of Choir Master," it was incorrectly stated that the Orlando Opera
Co. changed its performance date. Choir director David Brunner changed the UCF Choir date, creating the conflict

I

At Thrifty, you can enjoy the nice warm sun
at a nice cool rate. Come in today and rent a
Chrysler LeBaron conyertible from your
neighborhood Thrifty Car Rental.
For reservations in other cities worldwide, call
your professional travel agent or call 1-800FO R-CARS5M (1-800-367-2277).

CALL FOR SPRING BREAK
SPECIALS!'~

Holiday Inn-UCF
1_2125 High Tech Ave.

384-3050

Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
University and Goldent-0d

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444

Classified
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CAMP COUNSELORS
Beat the Summer heat!!
Work in Connecticut for 8
weeks this summer. Berther/
Sister camp looking for
students to fill counselor
positions. (All land sports,
swim, ski & sail) Must have
completed soph. year. Full
room & board and top salaries.
For more. info call Ken-Mont &
Ken-Woods Camps, 914-7254333 or visit with a Rep. on
March 21 at the UCF Career
Resource Center.

CLUl?INfO
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. w ·e ekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!
GLBSU's new meeting room
after the break - TR 542 - Rm
101

Account/Office, work part-time.
Possible free rent for the work.
Learning in Action 277-2447

FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM
at WDSC.
Call our 24 hr. hotline - 6792645 4 info.

IT~AYSTOLOSEWB~HT
You look good, feel great ~and
earn extra income with
HER BALI FE
Call 1 -800-400-7148

UCF FOOTBAG CLUB
is in full effect for 1995!
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on
The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg.
For more info call
275-1613

Get paid to see movies! Parttime job opportunity to work with
a major Hollywood studio! Visit
the Career Resource Center at
Administration Bldg. 124 for
more information. Appl.
deadline is April 15.

Pomeranian - Sable, 1 year old,
VALET PARKING POSITIONS
male, shots, training school $300City Nights Valet, Inc., is now
hiring runners to fill valet parking l--3_5_o_._6_7_8_-_8_o_48
_ _ _ _ _ _ _-1
positions at several locations
across Central Florida. You
PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
must be at least 21 years of age,
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407capable of intense running, have
834-5400
a good driving record and a
l---B-r_a_n_d_n_e_w--X-S-pe_e_d_C_D_R_O_M_,
4
great attitude. We are looking for
Drive $205, best price for
safe, careful drivers who know
how to drive a standard as well
Pentium System, 16M Ram
as an automatic, and who know
$465, while it lasts 359-9618
how to deliver great, friendly
service to a customer. You need
to be available at least one (1)
weekend night and one (1) week
day or night per week minimum.
Shifts available around the
clock, scheduling is flexible
around classes and other jobs,
pay is outstanding. Only clean
cut, honest, hard workers _need
apply. Call (407) 849-0670 for
an appointment.

GE Regrigerator, 4 Cu. Ft.,
·ideal for room, dorm, office use.
Like new. Cost $190, sell for
$11 O 678-0772

1988 Jeep Cherokee
6 cyl (2WD), 2 door, silver.
$3950 UCF Credit Union - Pat
Reichard 380-2566
1982 Black Toyota Tercel.
Good Cond. $800 OBO. Nikki
381-:2646

Brand New Slalom Waterskis
1995 O'Brien top of line .G-3
Revenge with double boots.
65.5" and 67.5", $349 each!!
Retail price $
.
700
1995 Goode Carbon Fiber HiEnd Slalom Ski with double

Phone Readers. full/part-time.
paid daily. Midtown location. 4
hour shifts avail. Ideal for
students. Call 839-4073

1----------------1
WANTED: INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTORS
.
for health related products.
Call 407-273-7199
leave name, address and phone
number. We will send you a free
packet with all the information
you will need to get started.

3bd/2ba house, close to UCF.
In nice neighborhood. Garage
and hot tub. $800 a month.
Call 657-0643

$500 - $1000 Week plus
BENEFITS.
PT/FT, rush SASE to:
Shopper's Cove #5
P.O. Box 4813
Winter Park, Fl 32793-4813

EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at h'o me.
Send SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. S37, P.O. Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727

Want to become
part of a new,
young magazine?
Axis:Orlando Communications, Inc., publisher of
Axis:Orlando entertainment
magazine, is looking for a
dedicated, outgoing, hardworking individuals to help
our magazine grow. The
persons selected will be
responsible for helping the
magazine reach its full
potential by marketing our
magazine to new clients
and developing new accounts. Great resumebuilding experience, and
great perks - free CDs,
meals, concerts, etc .. But
more importantly, this is
your chance to get in on the
ground floor of what soon
could be one of the largest ·
publications in the Orlando
area. Sales and/or management experience preferred,
but not required. Motivation
and the ability to work well
unsupervised are critically
important. For an interview,
call Sean or Dave at 8238192.

The Knowledge to Pick Up Girls,
Women, Ladies. This book
informs you on how to get dates
and more with Girls, Women,
Ladies. To order send $17.82
and $2.95 for shipping and
hC!ndling to: Abatar Books, P.O.
Box 4912, Carolina, P.R. 009854912. Limited Offier, Order
Now.
SUPER BLUE GREEN ALGAE
Improve memory, concentration, stamina and endurance
with the earth's oldest food.
ENERGY w/o caffeine or
stimulants. 290-7664

Fast Accurate & Next to
Campus! Call Cherie for your
typing needs.
359-9203
WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

N/s Roommate needed 3/2_
boots. 66" $349 OBO. Retail
house, Goldenrod area, 1 O min .
·price $800. Call 568-2750 or
~UC~ $22Wmo+1~~1.
l-------------~~2~7~5~~~6~5~3~~~~~~~~~
Suzanne 672-1158

March 9. 1995

Contemporary matching couch.&
chair w/natural weave. $100$150. Tel. 321-4632. Pit
grouping, contemporary, southwestern weave, neutral tone
$360, Tel. 677-8333 Ext. 132.
Hide-a-Bed couch w/matching
chair. Comtemporary neutral
weave . $150 Tel. 677-8333 Ext.
132

Massage - Treatments and
Relaxation
Call 380-7118

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986. for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277 -9600
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

COME WATER SKIING
Rides & lessons with instruction
by world-class competitors.
Close to school - Call 359-8856

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080

Captain Wayne's Native Adv.
Pontoon Boat Tours
Escape to beautiful Lake Jesup, a
area of 10,000 acres and ove.r
100,000 years old. The lake is
home to FL. wildlife incl. Bald
Eagles, Bobcats and Alligators:
Enjoy the ride in a comfortable
pontoon boat,-bring your camera.
and capture nature in its naturalis- L--A-+_T_y_p-in_g_&_W_o_r_d_P_r_o_c_e_s_s-in-g--1
tic state.
Student Discount with ID.
Laser print. Professional results!
Call for reservations
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123
(407) 365-1331

Loveseat & matching chair,
modern, good cond. $75 Beautiful Sc.an design fireplace tools,
modern, black $40. 823-6440
3 Desks$15,40,75, roundtbl
$30, dresser w/mirror $25,
waterbed mattress w/adapters
$50, UR table $10, 380-7118

r--~-----------------,
I
on Lake Nan I
I
I
Student Special
I
I

Oakwood Village

:
I

2 & 3 Bdr. Apts.
Move-In Now and Save $250.00

:
I

: Bring in t~s coupon for ADDITIONAL SAVINGS!!! :

I

Oakwood Village

678-2987

L-----~-------------W~'re

looking for opinion columnists. Write for us.
823-8054.

• Full line of
HP scientific &
business
calculators.
•HP lOB
•HP 17 BIT
•HP 95LX
• HP200LX
•HP 32SII
• HP42S

J

PRIVATE BATH
WITH EVERY
BEDROOM
UNIVERSITY

TE.RRACE
AT

ORLA:\DO

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at
INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-0081 - 291 _6 Corrine Drive - by the navy base

OR..\LREPRESE.\T\TIO\S C.\\\OT BE RELIED l'PO\ AS CORREffi\ ST.\TI\G REPR~E\T\flO\S OFTHE
DE\'ELOPER FOR CORRECT REPRESE\T\TIO\S. mKE REFERE\CE TO THE BROCHL RE ..\\D TO THE
DOCDIE.\TS REOL'IRED BY SECTIO\ 718.~m. FLORID..\SHTLTF.S. TO BE FL'R\ISHED BY..\ DE\HOPER TO
..\ Bl'YER OR LESSEE

•

.
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some truly unique
perspectives on this
crazy business called life...

by DEREK KRAUSE

peak when it should and relieves you of some

Filmboy

dramatic tension here and there, making Roommates a film mirroring the lives of those who
watch it. The filmmakers and actors were
generous to the public this time. We, the film
·audience, don't always get the best from our bag
offilmstrips.ButgiveRoommatesa-chance,and
its soul will soar into your hearts:
** Erotique (NC-17)
· I'm just reviewing this because it is actually being released under this so-called evil
rating.
The rating, however, isn't as evil as its
script. Ori ts acting. Or its... you name it. Erotique
is a triple-layered sex con-game that the audience loses. It sucks you in and spits you out 90
minutes later.
Round one of this raunchy, hopeless
soft-porn begins witharatherstimulatingtale
about a gorgeous sex phone operator who
gets tangled up with one of her regular clients. There's some fun listeni11:g in on their
conversations, and the actress' sexy persuasiveness is almost too genuine.
Round two finds two women on a really
big boat, one of them with a really fast car, both
really trying to meet men. There is a catch They really like women. Wow! Whatan incredible story line. The only thing saving this second
vignette of sorts is that it turned out to be better
than the final round. Round 3-just for fun. An
Oriental couple do it a lot Passion there is not.
Dreadful acting and filmmaking ... yep.
A spattering of lustful teasing, Erotique
is better left for collecting dust on video shelves.
Another reason why NC-17 films aren't released 90 percent of the time.
Just to bury the burden of missing this
garbage, one of the worst theaters in town University 8-isshowingit.lfyou must.. watch
the first story and get out. Instead, rent these fine
NC-17 marvels across the street:
Bad lieutenant (NC-17)
Romper Stamper (NC-17)
These beautiful JX>rtraits celebrating the
pristine nature of violence, reign supreme.
- 16 K is where they are. The Blockheaded store doesn't support the true essence of

Journey with me into the mind of a film
maniac. A filmboy.
I guess the sweet-sauced executives over
there in the Holy woods of movieland knew
Spring Break was only a weekend away.
Nothing worthy creeps upon us. Two
choices exist: wasting away in a chilly audito- ·
rium with senior citizens and lonely film geeks or
toasting away in sizzling sunlight with the spirited youth of tomorrow.
I'll be watching The Mangler on Saturday
and Hideaway on Sunday. Monday through
Thursday, with a searching devotion, I will be
trying to find something JX>Sitive to say about The
Hunted.
*** 112 Roommates (PG)
Rocky 107.
No, not Sly, but Columbo himself. Peter
. Falk, as Rocky Holz.eek, defines that crackling
old grump that laughs every time he farts. Old
farts and grumpy old men usually do tickJe my
humor throttle, and Falk got me once more.
Roommates becomes a reality when the aging
Rocky moves in with his grandson, Michael

(D.B. Sweeney). Thus begins their rocky road

toward reverse co-existence.
Laughter is a mainstay in this quiet, but
engaging gem, but unlike solid comedies these
days or thrilling dramas for that matter, Roommates doesn't lack any depth. With a relaxing
pace, the film leads you into the characters' lives
with its jokes an<J later molds you in with its story.
Michael and Rocky's relationship solidifies the
film's richne.5.5 as both actors poured with sincerity. The family and friendship theme rises to its

film.

- Wanna go to Cannes? 823-3606.
IO ~h-Erotique, Outbreak.

Welcome to the Boston column. This the general public wanted. They wanted
week I'm featuring two bands from the best Offspring; Bad Religion and pictures of
scene in America -lhat's right, the Bos- ·newspaper staffs in bed. Thank God for
local fanzines, huh?
ton scene.
I'll give credit to Aunts, though. Lead
I .could fill the entir~ paper with the
singer
Dave Gibbs was wearing shirts with
names of all the cool bands that have come
big
stars
in the middle of them, long before
from Beantown, but I'll only name a few:
The Pixies, Buffalo Tom, Throwing Muses,
Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Lemonheads,
Blake Babies (get the point?).
The two bands featured in the forthcoming words are the Gigolo Aunts and
B.ettie Serveert. If you don't need to know
why these albums are good or bad, I'll
break it down for you right here. Buy Bettie;
the Gigolo isn't worth it.
The Gigolo Aunts are a band who
were gobbled up in the post grunge-pre
punk mass signing. In this time, indl}Stry
exec's were trying to establish a new sound
to pick up where the grungers left off. They The Gigolo Aunts aren't -the newest
signed Gigolo Aunts in hopes that they buzz-band.
I would be the next buzz band. Sony, fellas,
a cute pristi~e little package wasn't what anyone was asking Kenneth the frequency.
(Take that, Stipe.)
The Aunts do well until
Gibbs starts singing. It's not
his voice, but the guitars back
off, relinquishing the bite that
latched on to the ear in the
first place. Then with Gibb's
flat .wimpy voice, the whole
song just goes into the toilet,
spinning and wailing to the
fast forward button. The Mustang-driven guitar is the only
thing that keeps the Aunts
from becoming the house band
at Jani Lane's Sunset Strip.
Highlights of Flippin'
Out are"Cope"(thefirstsingle)
and "Lullaby." Unfortunately,
''Lullaby" is followed by a "Mrs.
Washington," which could pass
for a Christopher Cross romp.
So when between the moon and
Bettie Serveert sings decent folk 'n roll. .
New York City, don't buy
Flippin' Out.
BettieSetveert that's adifwlOSTON,page8
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Say yes to Bettie, no to Aunts
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ferentstory. Theirsecondrelease,
lamprey is a jolillley
into a darker
Serveert Still,
nothing compares to the
not quite
alternacl ass i c
"To m
Boy,"
from their
first Matador release
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PllsT;s

I
I

Each with
2-Toppings

MEDIUM
LARGE
Pizza and a 1 O Piece Order
of Buffalo Wingsl

I
I

Choose From Mild • Medium • Hot• BBQ

I

Valid at pa1icipating IOCalions. Not valid with ¥iY other c:tfer. Customer.. Valid at p<Yticipa1ing locations.
PllYS sales tax where appficable. Our driver's ClWf less th«i $2Q
•
tomer Pi!YS sales tax where appficable. Our driver's cerry h!ss than
Derrvery i!Teil6 limited to ensure sare driving. © 1995 Dominds
$20. Defivery a-eas fimited to ensure site driving. © 1995 Domino's
Inc
CAI.I.. N0M CJrer ends 3/31 /95
· · •Pizza Inc.
CAI.I.. N0M Ofer ends 3/31 /~

1
F

PiZZa.I

•

•

h a s
Bettie,
Belly,
Bi I I y
Bragg
and a few

lyrics-not noticeably
better, but the experience factor
shows. It is obvious the Serveert-iers
took their time in recording.
Bettie Seervert originally hails
from Sweden, but has been accepted
as family in the family of Boston
bands. They've toured with everyone
from Belly to Buffalo Tom, (do you
see a "B" theme forming here?) Now
they are even involved in the Fort

1
Not valid with ¥iY other offer. Cus- 1

I

Add 99¢ for Each Deep Dish

FonApache.
This compilation

Serving U.C.F. Area

384-8888
r--------------~-------------,
5
5
:sI 399twoPIZZAS
lARGE: 1 I . . ~ 14 . . . :
I
I
I
I

Apache project, which, I believe, is a
benefit for a local Boston studio and
management company. They have
released, with a horde
of other Boston
bands, This is

from BOSTON, page 7

~

.

The most
impressive feature
of Bettie Serveert is
Carol Van Dijk' s buttery voice.
Those vocals coupled with a wann
texture of folk 'n' roll makes forrelax.ing sounds, but has enough haunt to
keep the attention span. I feel this is a
"sophomore slump" album, due to the
promise of Palomine.
Sogocruzin' andcheckoutthe
Betties, dude, or you 'II be doing it next
albmnaftertheirbreakoutMTVsingle.

-------------,-------------~
s4~ $ s~ 56~ I
MEDIUM . :
I SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
I
... r. 3-TOPPING I
PIZZA
I
I CARRY OU'.f SPECIAU I

:

$899

I
I

I
I

1-Topping Pizza
Add 99<r for Deep Dish

II

at p<rlicipating localions. Not valid with <flY other c:tfer. Ct
sales tax where applical::ile. Our driver's c<Try less ~"
ery ..-eas limited to ensure sale driving. © 1995 Domino

1

ID

CAI.I.. NOM

•

• •

IS .. . •
•

arer ends 3/31195

+~·1

I
I

Add a Qn~ Med.iu'!1 Pi-zza for .ONLY $5

Valid at pcwt1opating locations. Not valid with «iy other offer. Customer pays sales tao< w~ere applicable. Our driver's Ci!Try less .th~n
$20. Defivery ..-eas limrted to ensure site drivong. © 1995 Domin~os
Pizza Inc.
CAI.I.. NOM Ofer ends 3/31 /95
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STUDENTS!
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GEl! OUT OF HERE!
CALL l-S00.2-coUNCIL
1~
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I
I
I
1
1

FROM THE CREATOR OF
"BACK TO THE FUTURE"
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Bristish

Haircuts $7 .00 w/ucF ID
Tanning-IO visits $19.99
Perms $25.00+up
Full set nails $25. 00

prisoner

writes good ·
prison guide

WALK-INS WELCOME

ARE YOU READY FOR
CONTIKI'S EUROPE? .
380-2621

11660 E. Colonial Dr.
Big Lots Shopping Center
across from Frat House

London ... Paris ... Rome ... Athens. Discover all the ,places
you've been dreaming about with a fun-loving
group of people your own age. Choose from
over 30 tours-from 9 to 52 days. Our allinclusive prices are unbeatable.
If you're ready, contact your local Travel
Agent, or call 1-800-CONTIKI for a free brochure.

Reuters

LONDON - A prisoner has
written a good jail guide for inmates seeking the best prison conditions in Britain.
Mark Leech, serving seven
years for armed robbery in a Scottish jail, compiled the 430-page
book which is to be offered for sale
in prison canteens and by post from
prison refonn.groups.
Prisoners have no say which
jail they are sent to when sentenced
but can requ~st transfers.
In a statement released on
Tuesday, he said it sought to answer the questions all inmates
wanted to know: "What are the
cells like? What about the food?
What's the doctor like? Can I see a
dentist and is there a waiting list?
Are there cardphones ?"
The book is based on replies
to questionnaires sent to prisoners
and prison governors. The book
includes details of when inmates
are woken in the morning and when
they are locked up at night.
"It is very much a consumer's
guide," said Leech, an author, playwright and columnist for the national prisoners' newspaper.

'282-05-05
Located across from U.C.F, in
the UC6 Shopping Center
1

We Deliver!

STARTS

. FRIDAY

MARCH10

!:. '

BEASTIE
BOYS

THE STONE
ROSES

ILL COMMUNICATION

SECOND COMING

$5 Large Cheese
Take 01:1-t or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.

RAGE AGAINST
THE MACHINE
·' ~ere in the"world wilt you find the perfect

part-time job fur full-time students? Only
aJWALT DISNEY WORLD~ Resort.

Our part-time worlc schedules fit into almost any
·schedule. So you can work in our world v.;ithout
missing a minute of yours.

m
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0
~
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And get this, as a parHime cast member you 're
entitled to a lot' of exclusive Disney benefits ·inc!udihg free admission to the parks and mer.
chandise discoiints.
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HIGHER
LEARNING

SPONGE

LORDS
OF ACID

SOUNDTRACK

ROTTING PINATA

VOODOO-U

ROITING
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FLORIDA'S ORIGINAL
MUSIC &. VIDEO SUPERSTORE
ALTAMONTE SPRGS.
689 E Altamonte Spr. Dr.
331-9525

ORLANDO
290 I E Colonial Dr.
894-1700

. ORLANDO
6114 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
855-0001

..-------... Y.ear·round part·time jobs
are available right now
for food & beverage,
att.ra<..tions, and dozens
of other positions. So
go ahead. Do all the
things you want to do.
You can still help make
dreams come true parttime at WALT DISNEY
WORLD" Resort.
lfyou have the. enthusiasm and the smile, and
.___ ____. you're willing to do whatever it takes to make our
guests happy, Disney has· a par~-time job for you.
To apply for the Walt Disney World Co. College
Program please sign up in the UCF Career
Resource Center prior to Man.:h 27. Disney
representative wiU be conducting a mandatory
presenracion and interviewing on-campus
March 29.

Put a little Disney in your life.
©The Walt Disney Co.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Johnson's antics lead fabulously 'Funny Thing' at Theatre UCF
by RICHARD AGSTER
Future Arts critic

Much to the chagrin of
Sondheim fanatics, A Funny Thing
Happenedonthe WaytotheForwn is
nota workofimmensedepthandhigh
art. Rather, this musical, as hinted in
the prologue and trumpeted in the
opening number "Comedy Tonight,"
takes a tongue-in-cheek look at the
world filtered through the lines of the
ancient Roman playwright Maccius
Platus.
Based upon Platus' farcical
comedies,Funny1hing whirls through
snowballing situation after situation,
creating laughs with silly, sometimes
bawdy humor. Theatre UCF' s production of Funny Thing acknowledges the essence of this musical and
feigns no overtures of mighty artistry,
and this is its strength.
The situation arises out of the
antics of a certain slave, Pseudolus,
and his attempts to gain freedom.
Pseudolus quickly finds that his
master's son, Hero, will purchase that
freedom if Pseudolus can somehow

manage to gain for Hero the affections
of a new, next-door prostitute, who is,
in fact, a virgin named Philia
After savoring the idea of freedom in a little duet with Hero.
Pseudolus begins planning and immediatelyrunsintoalargeobstaclePhilia has already been sold to the
great and mighty warrior, Miles
GJoriosus. Along the way, Philia becomes convinced that Hero's father,
Senex, is her master, another neighbor,oldErnmius,isconvincedthathis
house is haunted and that walking
seven times around the seven hills of
Rome will rectify the situation.
PseudolusconvincesMilesthat
hismaster'shouseisactuallythehouse
of ill repute and that Hysterium,
Pseudolus' conscientious co-worker,
is really his bride. Luckily, it is comedy, and the confusion resolves rather
nicely, with all parties rejoicing in a
concerted number.
Theatre UCF's production remains solely the property of Dan
Johnson,amostappropriateandgifted
actor and Pseudolus. Johnson plays
exceedingly well to the audience and,

with either subtle or sometimes notquite-so-subtle reactions, can translatehissheerenjoyrnentofthestageto
the entire group. Johnson's character
is the perfect mix of Pseudolus and
hirnself(withanoccasionalflourishof
William Shatner), and he moves the
inaction along so well that one wishes
to be on the stage next to Johnson.
ShawnHicksandEllieDvorkin,
as Senex, Hero's father, and his wife,
Domina, respectively work well
against each other. Dvorkin's untouched, sex-crazed Domina rather
frightens away male wandering inclinations, and Hicks' Senexischarming
in his wandering.
Ben Dziuba plays Hysteriurn,
anal-retentive, goodie-goodie counterparttoschemingPseudolus.Dziuba
bringsmuchfranticenergytothecharacter, and this only fuels the energy of
the rapidly culminating production.
Kevin Reams added a muffled
accent to the role of Lycus, the flesh
dealer, which undennined the intelligibility of his speaking and rendered
his singing impotent.
As a whole, this production's

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..::.....:..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__::~~~~~

EDGE SALUTES INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE
UCF Recreational Services 1994-95 Intramural Basketball Standings
Independent A (IA)

Pegasus B (PB)
HASA
RTV Roadies
Cojones
DNIYM
B-Town Bombers
Atomic Roosters
The Team
Slack Pack
Team BSU
Tlnalis
Aspect
Force

Wins

Losses

Pct.

5
5
1
3
3
3
1

0
0
0
2

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.600
0.600
0.600
0.500
0.400
0.200
0.200
0.000
0.000

2

1
1
0
0

2
2

1
3
4
4
3
4

Fraternity B (FB)
OKA II
:EAE II
TKEII
AXA III
:E<l>E II
:EX II
Sig Ep Pledges
AXA II
Ia: II

4
5
3
3

3
3
3
0
0

0
3
3
3
~

3
2
6

Outkasts
Bombers
Apocalypse
FIJI II
I:AE III

4
4
2

2
1
0

0
1
2
2
4
4

1.000
0.800
0.500
0.500
0.200
0.000

Fraternity Gold (GD)
IX
nKA
AXA
TKE
ATQ
I:<l>E

5
4
2
2

0
1
3
3
4
.4

1.000
0.800
0.400
0.400
0.200
0.200

Wins

Losses

Pct.

4
3
3
3

1
2
2
2
3
5

0.800
0.600
0.600
0.600
0.400
0.000

2

0

Sorority (S)
6
3
2
0

OB<I>
ilf

ZfA
Ml:;.

0
2

3
6

1.000
0.600
0.400
0.000

Independent Woman (IW)

-Bulls
1.000
G-Squad
0.833
On the Ball
0.500
FCA Ladies
0.500
0.500
Rim Shakers II
0.500
Way Downtown
0.500
Below the Rim
0.000
AK'-1'
0.000

Gemini B (GB)

vcc 1-8-7

Funkadelic
Drop Squad
CVI
A.F. ROTC
Reservoir Dogs
KA'-1'

FCA Men
Runnin' Rebels
Festering Sores
HASAll
Bricklayers
Cornholios

5
5
2

0

1
1
4
6

0.833
0.833
0.833
0.000

Knight B (KB)
5
3
2
0

0
2
3
5

1.000
0.400
0.400
0.000

courtesylTHEATRE UCF

Pseudolus (Dan Johnson) convinces Hysterium (Ben
Dziuba) to impersonate a dead virgin prostitute.
roleswerewonderfullyactedandshoddily sung. This quality is epitomized
by Randy Petrides' Hero. Petrides
looks boyish and innocent and comes
across appropriately as the lad in love
for the first time, yet when th~ band
strikes upandPetridesopenshis mouth
to croon, one cringes at the off-key,
swallowed gibberish that occurs. Similarly, Philiais played by Heather Rolff
as sweet and innocent and
stereotypically blonde, in attitude and
quality of speech, and she sings without much control over her voice.
PetridesandRolffmakealovely young
couple until the complete debacle of
their first duet, ''Lovely."
However, singing is far from.
everything in Funny Thing. Here,
Sondheim didn't attempt to make the
music difficult or demanding; rather,
he chose to focus upon the acting,
giving emphasis to the unfoldingfarce.
Sets, consisting mostly of fluorescent colors and the flavor of cardboard cut-outs, only enhances the general light feeling of the production.
Most impressive is the attention to
detail, with "THEE House ofLycru(
denoting the brothel and a functioning

statuette fountain (spoutingwaterfrom
strategic places) dominating center
stage.
Costumes also proved humorous and eccentric. Basic Roman styles
predominated but were underlined
with more whimsical modem touches,
such as yellow socks, tie-dyed sweats
and the latest in fashion sport sandals.
Another impressive contribution is made by the orchestra. Conducted by Dr. Richard Greenwood
and consisting of a number of student
volunteers from the Music Department, the orchestra played skillfully
and precisely, and only the drum set
intruded into the action on stage.
Theatre UCF has effectively
maximized its strengths in this production of Funny Thing, a wonderful
complement to the serious nature of
the rest of the Theatre UCF winter
season. This production is non-stop
silliness, led by a talented cast ofactors
who are going to have fun whether or
not anyone is there to watch.
A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum plays the UCF
Theatre Thurs. through Sun., Mar. 912. Call 823-1500 for more details.
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NO MORE
PHONE HOGS
UNIVERSITY

TERRACE
AT ORLANDO

NOW EDGE" GEL.
has more friction-reducing lubricants than ever to
protect you from nicks and cuts better than foams.
For a closer. smoother shave, itS just in the nick of time.
ULTIMATE CLOSENESS.
ULTIMATE COMFORT.

THATS THE EDGE.

Ha·!e i·:e-go a lot 10 lalk about? Each bedroorr m our sluder.' condo iS wired ior 1V'O ohone
.. :-ies He-:.r IT.ore details ai OU' Sales/Rental Cenier. locatec in Univ Shoppes Shop~mg
Ce:-:ter, 2227~r::v Blvd nexttoKnkcs.Open 11 am lc5pm.orcall 107 382-161:

ORAL REPRESE\TATIO'.\S CA:\:\OT BE RELIED CPO:\ AS CORRECTLY STATl\G REPRESE\TATIO'.\S OF THE
DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESE\TATIO\S. ~1AKE REFERE:\CE TO THE BROCHCREA:\D TO THE
l:XXT\IE\TS REOlJRED BY SECTIO:\ 718.503. FLORIDA STATLTES. TO BE FlR:\ISHED BYA DEVELOPER TO
ABL'YER OR LESSEE.
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Chanticleer brings stunning
voices to Bob Carr Auditorium

~\!~~::~~'~:;;~q

by RICHARD AGSTER
Future arts critic

•

This Sunday, The Orlando Celebrity Concert Association will present Chanticleer, the only full-time professional a cappella vocal ensemble in the United States.
The 12 male singers of
courtesytoccA
Chanticleer have garnered a The 12 men of Chanticleer.
national reputationforitsseamless blend and its daring approach to OCCAisalsoinvolvedinthecommumusic. Taking its name from the nity with activities including scholar"clear-singing" rooster of Chaucer's ship awards, free musicales and other
Canterbury Tales, Chanticleer sings cultural events.
everything from pre-Renaissance
In OCCA's 10 years, concerts
motets to contemporary styles, includ- have included such WQrld-class artists
ing spirituals and barbershop.
as James Galway, Bella Davidovich,
Chanticleerhas toured the world Yehudi Menuhin, ~na Mitchell,
over, from America to Europe and_ Kathleen Battle, Samuel Ramey, The
Asia Chanticleer also records exclu- Vienna Choir Boys, and the Amerisively for Teldec. Their most recent can Indian Dance Theatre.
Next season, OCCA will be
release has been described by BBC
Music Magazine as "virtually presenting its "Festival of Orchesflawless ... with a stunning purity of tras," which will consist of a number
sound."
of the world's greatest symphony prThe Orlando Celebrity Con- chestras performing concerts in the
certAssociation is a volunteerorgani- Bob Carr Auditorium.
Don't miss this incredible opzation, founaed to bringCentral Florida
concerts by the greatest classical mu- portunity. Through the efforts of
sicians in the world. OCCA' s mission OCCA, the world's premiere vocal
is to make these concerts available to ensemble will visit Central Florida
the broadest possible audience. To Chanticleer should providea wonderachieve this, the concerts are afford- ful afternoon and a memorable expeable, with further discounts for stu- rience.
The concert will be Sunday,
dents and free tickets for the disabled,
nursing/retirement home occupants, March 12,at4p.m.Formoreinformaminorities and public school children. tion, call OCCA at 896-2451.
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Student Legal Services·
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•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
~Traffic Tickets
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Need:

E

•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution

w
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UC.F's Student Legal Services provides free
~ legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

For inforrnation or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center .
roorn 210
Monday--·Friday 8am-Sp1n
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Governn1ent Association
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. Do you enjoy helping people?
How about planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCF?
. Join SWAT and apply to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training .and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per week
for Fall 1_995 and Spring 1996

APPLICATION PERIOD
Wednesday, March 21 - Thursday, March 30
at the
Campus Wellness Center.
823-5841

..______________________________________________________

A special dental care offer for UCF students...
Tlze Central Florida
Future sports section
will be taking Spring
Break off, because we
deserve it. But we'll be
back the following
Tuesday to let you
know what happened
with UCF baseball,
tennis, women's basketball and golf.

A Complete ~~N~A!ll !.!!:~YS
"'
FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 3-31 -1995

UCF TEAM DENTIST

Ii'' ournlfu: rn!i.~ thai 1h.: pati.'tll and 311) w...,. J>-'NXl ll"!""l..ihlr forpay1111.-n1 ha.,!OC ri)!h1IO1Lfa.,., 10 Jll)· '"1111:d pa)llll'lll or he rrimhur..-J forpayrtll'lll for any Oihi."f x'f\ 11.-C. l"Ullllll;lllOll.
•• lll..ut1l'tll "h1d1 " :rfuna.-J"" a 1t"\Ull of and "'ihin 7:' hou" .~ no
me 10 ill< adll·rti"'tll.'!11 for 111< fll'C. Ji.,.,oum,-d fee.,,.. fL"lluc,-J f,'C x'f\ ii.:<. rununallOIL or lfl";Jlrtll'lll

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
rd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
' Certified: Implant Prosthetics: Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry. Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association. Central District Dental Association.
Greater Orlando Dental Society: Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the comer of Hwy. 50 and A/afaya Dr.
East Orlando
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UCF gol team takes third place in
Bell South Mobility Goff ClaSsic
by KEN "Crash" JACKSON
Staff writer

.

UCF Ale Photo

UCF senior golfer Trey Sones shot a two-under par, 214.

The UCF men's golf team
opened its Spring season in midFebruary on a four-tournament
romp through Florida. After placing seventh [out of 15 schools] in
Gainesville at the UP Gator Invitational and sixth in Tampa at the
USP Invitational [out of 20
schools], the Golden Knights
played in their backyard .this week
as they hosted the UCF BellSouth
Mobility Golf Classic.
Th~ tournament was played
at Tuscawilla Country Club, after
being held at Ea~twood Golf
Course last year. UCF placed third
in a strong field of 21 schools,
finishing just seven shots behind
first place North Carolina and four
behind University of Florida.

Tournament favorite Trey
Sones, a senior who won last year's
event at Eastwood, led the Knights,
placing sixth individually. Senior
Paul Nilbrink and freshman Jason
Opal also cracked the top 20.
The first two rounds were
both played on Monday, and head
coach Mike Schumaker expressed
concern over the team's fourthplace standing after 36 holes.
"I thought fatigue might play
a factor, and since we were acclimated to the weather [temperatures exceeded 80 degrees with high humidity] we might have
played better," Schumaker said.
B,ut the Knights rebounded
nicely. Led by Sones' s 68,
Tuesday's low round of the field,
UCF posted a 286 team score to
leap-frog South Alabama.
"I don't know what it is

about this area," Schumaker said.
"[Stone] won the [Orlando] City
Amateur last year at Dubsdread
- he plays Eastwood real well and he won l~st year. Obviously
he plays Tuscawilla well, and he
finished well here. The rest of the
guys backed him up. I'm pleased
with our finish."
The team hopes to ride the
high of its finish into Tallahassee
this weekend for the Seminole
Invitational, hosted by FSU, before moving on to the TAAC Conference Tournament in April in
Macon, Ga.
Not to be outdone, the
women's golf team will open its
spring season in yet another
"home" event, the Peggy Kirk
Bell Invitational at Windermere
Country Club.

The Golden Knights' track and field team is shattering records
this outdoor season."
Coach Marcia Mansur-Wentworth·
feels that the indoor season has served its
With five school records already set purpose.
and the season only half way o~er, the
"Someone [Lipham] that can improve
Golden Knights are definHely on the right their 300 meter time by 22 seconds is amazing," .she said.
track to success.
.
Last Thursday, the track team comThe talents on the team range from
peted at the University of Florida Fast Times field events to long distance sprinting. And
NCAA qualifying meet. It was the· last along with a successful team comes shatindoor meet of the season and a very suc- tered records - three records other than
cessful one for UCF at that.
Lipbam's 300 meter and Kobia's shot put
The women's team faired-well, as have been set.
Cheria Bell ran her second fastest time in
The records include Olen McCLean
the 800 meters (2:20.67). Jeanne Lesniak in the 100 with a time of 12.8, Heather
ran a personal best in the 5,000 meter race Shulz in the 3000 meter with a time of
with a time of 18:28, and Kelly Kobia 10:44 and Kobia again dominating the inbroke her own school record in the shot put ner field with a distance of 129 feet 8 inches
with a distance of 39 feet 9.75 inches.
in the discus throw. McClean also holds the
Represe~ting the men's track club · 200 meter-and 400 meterrecords with times
were Rene Plasencia and Erik Lipham. of 26".9 and 61.4 respectively. Both were
Both Plasencia and Lipham set a school _ set in 1994.
record with a 8 :32.2, with Plasencia folKelly Kobia, a transfer student, has a
lowing only nine seconds behind. Lipham positive outlook on this season; UCF may
has improved his time by 22 seconds this never view her records as impressive, but
indoor season.
Kobia has higher expectations.
"My goal at the beginning of the
"I just came out to make a contribuseason was to run an 8:30," Lipham said. tion to the team, but I'm basically out to
"I'm really pleased with my performance have a good time," Kobia said. "I've taken
so far this year and would like to run 14:30 a year 'off, so this is a come back season for
(5,000 meter) and 30:30 (10,000 meter) me. I'd like to come back stronger than I

by NICOLE GRAPPO

Staff writer

Miami Grand Prix puts on a
rockin' party for over 90,000 fans

The 1995 PPG Indycar World Series
started another racing season on a winning note
for J994 Series rookie of the year, Jacques
Villeneuve. The son of late Formula One star,
Gilles Villeneuve, showed flashes of brilliance
in pulling off a win despite starting in the eighth
spot on a course almost impossible to pass.
Villeneuve grew up watching his father
race and said that his father is the reason he races
today. "His father would have been very proud
of him today," said third place finisher Bobby
Rahal. Villeneuve,23,finishedthe90lapsofthe
1,829-mile circuit with an average speed of
82.80 I mph. His margin ofvictory overMauricio

Gugelmin was 1.022 seconds. Some of the
crowd favoriteS were knocked out early, and the
most dominant Indy car team, Team Penske,
with drivers Al Unser and Emerson Fittipaldi,
both had electrical problems that kept them from
being competitive.
Unser, last year's series champion, finished a dissapointing 11 laps behind the race
leaders. Pole position holder Micheal Andretti
led until lap48 when a brush with the wall while
trying to pass Christian Fittipaldi tume<i into a
broken suspension just a few laps later. "My car
was running flawless. Unfortunately, I made
one little mistake and I paid for it," he said
Miami welcomed back thelndycars after
along hiatis to the downtown circuit More than
90,000 fans crowded the stands and paddock
areas of the track tocheeron their favorite driver
and join in the festiveties. The course ran along
Biscayne Bay, to the delight of the rows of
yachts lined up to watch the excitement.

was and make a mark this outdoor season."
Not only are the upperclassmen fairing well, but the freshmen seem to be doing
more than simply supporting their peers.
Freshman Ktanah Bresnick has run
5:04 in the 1500 meter, which was only one
second away from junior Jeanne Lesniak's
record set last year. Michelle Boike is also
running strong with a 28.0 for the 200
meter already under her belt.
·
Freshman Jason Sullivan has yet to
compete but will open his season at the
Florida Relays later this month in the 1500

meter. Sullivan has run 4:20 in the mile.
At the Florida Relays, Wentworth is
looking for Shulz, Lesniak, Bresnick and
Tiffany Hill to run the 5000 meter in 18
minutes. Bell, Kobia and McClean will
also be challenging the field. Sophomore
Brian Wenhold should also make a strong
run· in the 1500 meter.
"To me, indoor~ [season] served its
purpose," Wentworth said. " It's very encouraging to me that the team has run so
well. The indoor season is a springboard
for the outdoor season."

